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Pulse width modulation (PWM) methods are used to control the switching sequence

operations of conventional multilevel inverters (MLIs) and reduced switch multilevel

inverters (RSMLIs). Many researchers proposed various RSMLIs with their switching

sequence operation and PWM control techniques. However, the switching operations

of RSMLIs are not similar to conventional MLIs, which are a major problem of switch

control. Logical equations are proposed for the operation of RSMLIs with the multi-carrier

PWM methods like alternative phase opposition disposition (APOD), phase opposition

disposition (POD), and phase disposition (PD). To operate the individual switch in

symmetrical and asymmetrical RSMLI, logical operators are used to produce required

pulse sequence from the sequence of PWM method and their analysis is not present in

previous works. The proposed methodology can be applied to PV systems for efficient

operation. The proposed methodology and binary representation of PWM method are

analyzed on various RSMLIs for seven-level output voltage to operate each individual

switch. Control of individual switching sequence and the operation of RSMLIs are

simulated using MATLAB/Simulink. THD comparison is presented for RSMLI, DCL MLI,

and SCSD MLI with various PWM methods.

Keywords: pulse width modulation, multilevel inverter, reduced switch multilevel inverter, switching sequence,

logic gates, total harmonic distortion

INTRODUCTION

Reducing the switch count for the design of multilevel inverters (MLIs) has an area of research
in MLIs and focused to the study on reduced switch multilevel inverters (RSMLIs) (Vemuganti
et al., 2018). Single DC voltage source is used to neutral point clamped MLI, active neutral point
clamped MLI, flying capacitor MLI, and modular cascaded MLI. Multiple DC voltage sources are
used for cascaded H bridge MLI, diode clamped MLI, and hybrid MLIs. Based on the multiple
DC sources voltage ratio, MLIs are classified as symmetrical and asymmetrical (Ali and Kannan,
2015; Prabaharan and Palanisamy, 2017). RSMLIs are also designed by symmetric and asymmetric
voltage sources with and without H bridge circuits. Mode of operation for RSMLI is the complex
task and is presented as switching sequence table (Kumar and Kumar, 2019a). RSMLIs are proposed
to achieve cost minimization, optimal voltage stress, reduced power losses, switching frequency
operations, and less harmonic distortions. Operation of these conventional MLIs is performed with
the support of gating signals (pulses) to the power switches of the respective inverter design (Chen
et al., 2019).
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Various modulation methods are used to operate the switches
of symmetrical and asymmetrical RSMLIs. Among these,
sinusoidal pulse width modulation (PWM), space vector PWM
methods, and selective harmonic elimination PWM are most
suitable to achieve good efficiency, less switching losses, and less
harmonic distortion values (Sudhakar Babu et al., 2015; Kumar
and Kumar, 2018). Generation of gating signals is achieved by
various pulsemodulation techniques with fundamental switching
frequency and high switching frequency. There are one or
two gating signals per cycle for the switching operation with
low switching frequency (50–100Hz), whereas high switching
frequency (2–20 kHz) has multiple gating signals per cycle
(Dong et al., 2016; Orfi Yegane and Sarvi, 2018). Multiple high
switching frequency is suitable for the operation of RSMLIs with
SPWM technique; this will result in the multi-carrier SPWM
technique.With respect to the parameter variation of modulation
signal, unipolar PWM, level-shifted PWM, and phase-shifted
PWM schemes are implemented in the SPWM technique.
Similarly, alternative phase opposition disposition (APOD),
phase opposition disposition (POD), and phase disposition (PD)
are presented with the parameter variation of carrier signal
(Carrara et al., 1992; Holtz, 1992; Colak et al., 2011; Vemuganti
et al., 2018).

Sequences of switching operation of various RSMLIs are
presented in many research works with one of the modulation
methods. However, obtaining the required pulse sequence for
individual switch in RSMLI is a critical part of the presented
works. Obtained pulse sequence from the traditional modulation
method is not exactly matching with the required pulse sequence
of RSMLI switching operation. Analyzing the proper logical
operator for the generation of required pulse sequence is
the complex task for the RSMLI operation. Using the logical
operations, the working module of various RSMLIs are not
properly explained by the researchers in their research works
(Krishna and Vadhera, 2013; Umashankar et al., 2013; Gnana
Prakash et al., 2014; Uthirasamy et al., 2015). By observing the
limitations of the abovementioned works, in this article, the
authors proposed the switching operation of RSMLI with the
required generation of pulse sequence with unique methodology.
In addition, detailed analysis and comparative analysis are also
presented to show the superiority of the proposed technique.
For better understanding pulse sequence generated by the
proposed methodology, other PWM techniques are presented in
tabular form.

Wide research studies on various renewable energy sources
like photovoltaic and wind energy generation system are
presented with various improved parameters. Power electronic
converters are used for the integration of various renewable
energy sources called hybrid structures. Control aspects of the
various power converters are performed to obtain the required
system parameters like improved efficiency for PV system
and demand side with economical conditions (Dorahaki, 2015;
Narendiran and Sahoo, 2017; Dorahaki et al., 2019). Efficiency
and economical conditions motivate the authors to propose the
control of reduced switch count MLI with simulation analysis.
Various controlled methodologies are used for the control of
RSMLIs, which are complex. A simple methodology is proposed

in the present work with basic logic operators for the pulse
sequence operation. A comparative study of various reduced
switch count MLIs is presented with switch count (S), diodes
(D), capacitors (C), output voltage level, PWM techniques, and
methodology applied for the switching operation and is given
in Table 1.

The organization of the article is as follows: Various RSMLIs of
seven-level output voltage is presented in section Reduced Switch
Multilevel Inverter (Seven Level). Selection of multi-carriers
and various carrier based modulation techniques are given in
section Carrier-Based Modulation Technique. Implementation
of proposed methodology is discussed in section Implementation
of Proposed Methodology. THD values with respect to various
modulation index values and results of RSMLIs are presented
in section Results and THD Comparison. The proposed
methodology for the switching sequence operation of RSMLIs
concludes in the final section.

REDUCED SWITCH MULTILEVEL
INVERTER (SEVEN LEVEL)

Multistep output voltage of the traditional inverter is obtained
with the proper arrangement of power semiconductor switches.
Power semiconductor switches in the design of the traditional
MLIs are directly operated and controlled with the pulse
sequence obtained from multi-carrier PWM methods. These
MLIs do not require any intermediate circuit to convert the
obtained sequence of pulse to the required pulse sequence.
In traditional MLIs, usage of power semiconductor switches,
number of DC sources, and linear and non-linear elements are
given in Table 2 (Kumar and Kumar, 2019a,b), where L is the
level of MLI. Because of the greater number of electrical and
electronic components, various parameters like power losses,
total harmonic distortion (THD), efficiency, etc., are affecting
the traditional MLI designs. To overcome these drawbacks from
traditional MLIs, RSMLIs are introduced by many researchers.
For the proposed analysis work on PWM, some of the recent
RSMLIs are considered from the research work and compared
with the performance parameters of the different systems.
Intermediate switching circuitry is required for the operation of
considered RSMLIs.

Umashankar et al. (2013) proposed a seven-level symmetric
RSMLI design with five controllable semiconductor switches and
4 DC voltage sources (VDC). This RSMLI is presented without H
bridge and analyzed for the less THD values with resistive load.
Chitra andHimavathi (2015) considered the proposed symmetric
RSMLI by Umashankar et al. (2013) for the application of
induction motor drive. Structure of the seven-level symmetric
RSMLI is shown in Figure 1A and the switching sequence for the
operation is given in Table A1.

Uthirasamy et al. (2015) proposed a DC link Cascaded
(DCLMLI) seven-level asymmetric RSMLI with H bridge design.
Eight controllable switches and 2 DC voltage sources (VDC1,
VDC2) are used for the structure of the proposed module. THD
result analysis with application to uninterrupted power supply
system is done in their research work. Structure of asymmetric
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TABLE 1 | Comparison of various reduced switch MLIs.

References Output voltage level Voltage sources Number of switches/capacitors PWM technique Methodology

S D C

Chen et al. (2019) 5 1 6 2 2 Unipolar (PD) K-Map

Viswanath et al. (2019) 7 3 7 3 0 – Fuzzy logic

Prabaharan and Palanisamy (2016) 9 4 12 0 0 Unipolar (APOD, POD, PD) Logic gates

Uthirasamy et al. (2015) 7 2 8 0 0 Bipolar (APOD) Logic gates

Chitra and Himavathi (2015) 7 4 5 0 0 Bipolar (APOD, POD, PD) Logic gates

Gautam et al. (2015) 9 2 7 4 2 Bipolar (POD) Logic gates

Nagarajan and Saravanan (2014) 9 4 11 0 0 Unipolar (APOD, POD, IPD, PD) –

Umashankar et al. (2013) 7 4 5 0 0 Bipolar (APOD, POD, PD) Logic gates

TABLE 2 | Required number of components for traditional MLIs.

Type of MLI No. of DC sources No. of switches No. of capacitors for DC- bus Clamping capacitors Clamping diodes

Diode clamped 1 2 × (L-1) L-1 – (L-1) × (L-2)

Flying capacitor 1 2 × (L-1) L-1 (L-1) × ((L-2)/2) –

Cascaded H-bridge (L-1)/2 4 × ((L-1)/2) – – –

RSMLI and the switching sequence are shown in Figure 1B and
Table A2.

Viswanath et al. (2019) proposed a symmetric cascaded
switched diode (SCSD) seven-level RSMLI with H bridge design.
Seven controllable and three uncontrolled switches with three
DC voltage sources (VDC) are used for the design of proposed
module. Combination of DC voltage source, controllable switch,
and uncontrolled switch gives an elementary unit for the
operation of the proposed RSMLI. Structural design and
switching sequence table are shown in Figure 1C and Table A3.
Switching sequence control of the proposed RSMLI is done
with a fuzzy controller. THD analysis is presented in the results
discussion for various levels.

In these proposed symmetric and asymmetric RSMLI, logical
operators are used for individual switch for operating the switch
with required switching sequence. Proper pulse conversion
analysis is not presented based on carrier modulation techniques
in their proposed research. Proper modulation techniques with
analysis of logical operators are proposed in the present work.

CARRIER-BASED MODULATION
TECHNIQUE

Various modulation techniques are reviewed for RSMLIs and
conclusions with “per-carrier cycle” carrier-based PWM method
(Hamman and van der Merwe, 1988; Carrara et al., 1992).
Implementation of the carrier-based PWM technique exists in
two methods. The direct digital technique has a pre-calculated
inverter state, time length of each carrier, and modulation cycle
employing space vector theory (Hava et al., 1999; Gopalakrishnan
and Narayanan, 2014). The indirect technique works with carrier
triangle intersection technique. Reference modulation wave with
a low frequency is compared with high-frequency triangular

carrier wave and the intersection results in the pulse switching
sequence (Dong et al., 2016; Kumar and Kumar, 2018).

In the operation of MLIs, carrier triangular intersection
technique is easy to implement with modulation wave
comparison strategy. Bipolar sinusoidal wave, unipolar
sinusoidal wave, and saw tooth wave are preferable for the
modulation wave (Vemuganti et al., 2018). Single triangular
carrier wave is suitable for two-level and three-level traditional
MLIs. In case of five levels and more than five levels, multi-
carrier triangular waves are used for the generation of levels
(McGrath and Holmes, 2002). For the analysis of switching
sequence in the considered RSMLIs, bipolar sinusoidal (SPWM)
wave and unipolar sinusoidal (USPWM) is used as modulation
signal. Based on position of multi-carrier waves, phase shift
(PS) and level shift (LS) PWM techniques are proposed. Multi-
carrier technique is used with three disposition carrier wave
implemented as follows (Nagarajan and Saravanan, 2014; Prasad
et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2019).

Alternative Phase Opposition Disposition
The arrangement of all triangular carrier waves alternatively
in opposition with displacement of 180◦ to phase is called
alternative phase opposition disposition (APOD). All carrier
waves are compared with the low-frequency modulation bipolar
sinusoidal wave or unipolar sinusoidal wave with preferred
amplitude and frequency measured based on the level of
MLI. Representation of APOD PWM technique is presented in
Figures B1, B2.

Phase Opposition Disposition
Selection of all in-phase carrier waves considered for above zero
reference value and all in-phase carrier waves but opposite with
displacement of 180◦ to below zero reference value is called
phase opposition disposition (POD). Only bipolar sinusoidal
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FIGURE 1 | Various seven-level MLIs. (A) Reduced switch MLI. (B) DC link MLI. (C) SCSD MLI.

modulation wave is possible in the POD PWM technique. The
USPWM method is not possible for the POD PWM technique
due to no below zero reference value in unipolar modulation
wave. Representation of POD PWM technique is presented in
Figure B3.

Phase Disposition
All the triangular carrier waves on above and below zero
reference value are in-phase. This modulation technique
is called phase disposition (PD). Bipolar and unipolar
sinusoidal modulation wave is suitable for the operation of
PD PWM technique. Figures B4, B5 show representation of PD
PWM technique.

Selection of number of multi-carrier waves for the operation
of RSMLI in intersection technique is proposed with proper

methodology and shown in Figure 2. Selection of number of
carrier signals (C), amplitude of each carrier wave, amplitude
of modulation wave (Am) are to be defined based on the level
of output voltage. With the proper analysis of the proposed
algorithm, generation of gating signals are obtained with the
comparison of amplitudes of modulation wave and carrier wave
given in Equations (1) and (2).

Amplitude of modulation wave, |Am| =
∑n−1

i=1
|Ci|(1)

|Am| ≥ |Ci| ⇒







P1 to P (n−1)
2

, If i = 1 to (n− 1)
2

N1 to N (n−1)
2

, If i = (n−1)
2 + 1 to (n− 1)







(2)

In most of the bipolar PWM methods, n−1 carrier signals
are used for the “n” level output voltage of RSMLI. (n−1)/2
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FIGURE 2 | Flowchart for calculation of number of carrier waves and

generation of pulses.

carrier waves are used for the unipolar PWM methods (Huang
et al., 2018). The switching sequence operation of seven-level
symmetric RSMLI and asymmetric DCL MLI is performed
by bipolar multi-carrier PWM method. SCSD MLI switching
sequence operation is done with the unipolar multi-carrier PWM
method. Calculation for number of divisions per cycle and time
interval of each division is given in Equations (5) and (6). For
seven-level output voltage of MLI, total time of one cycle is to be
distributed for one cycle as shown in Figure 3.

Frequency of the proposed system (fm) = 50Hz (3)

Total time period of one cycle (t) = 1/fm = 0.02s (4)

Number of divisions/cycle (Dt) = (n∗2)+ 2 (5)

Time interval of each Dt(td) = [(n∗2)+ 2]/t (6)

To present the clear analysis of switching sequence operation for
individual MLI, a binary representation switching sequence is
presented in this research work. Binary representation of bipolar
SPWM and unipolar SPWMmethods is shown in Tables B1, B2.

IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSED
METHODOLOGY

Switching sequences of individual switch in various RSMLI
with the binary representation sequence of PWM method
are compared to generate the required pulse sequence.
Representation of switching sequence is in the form of “0’s”
and “1’s”, and it is easy to analyze the logical equations for

FIGURE 3 | Time distribution of one cycle for seven-level MLI.

the intermediate circuit. If a generated pulse sequence exactly
matches any of the individual switching sequence of RSMLI, then
the matched sequence is directly used for the operation of proper
switch. If pulse sequence does not match any switching sequence,
then an intermediate circuit is to be designed with the use of logic
gates. Depending on the “ON” and “OFF” condition of a switch
in one cycle, the use of logic gates is decided. If a switch is ON
and OFF for more times per cycle, then a greater number of logic
gates are used for the intermediate circuit. With the observation
of irregular ON and OFF condition of a switch, some logical
equations are analyzed and presented for individual switch,
which do not have direct control from generated pulse sequence
of the PWM method. A Karnaugh map is used for the analysis
of logical equations (Vemuganti et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2019)
for individual switch for five-level RSMLI. Application of K map
is complex for the system with more than four variables. For
seven-level RSMLI, a minimum of six pulse sequence variables
are available.

To compare the sequence of each switch, the generated
pulse sequence unique algorithm is proposed in this research
work. All the considered RSMLI are of seven levels; six pulse
sequences are obtained from the comparison and intersection
methods of PWM. Initially, pulse sequences are defined in
the comparison operation of the proposed methodology. Pulse
sequences obtained from the carrier waves in PWM methods
that are above the zero reference wave are considered as binary
sequence of positive half cycle. Representation of the positive half
cycle pulse sequence variables are P1, P2, and P3. Pulse sequences
from carrier waves that are below the zero reference wave are
considered as negative half cycle binary sequence. N1, N2, and N3

are the negative half cycle pulse sequence variables. Each switch
sequence is divided into two halves, positive half switch sequence
(SP) and the negative half switch sequence (SN). Each switch
positive half sequence (Sp) is individually compared with single-
variable pulse sequence of positive half pulse sequences (P1, P2,
and P3). Evaluating analysis of each variable along with its logical
NOT operator variables is clearly presented in the flowchart
representation as shown in Figure 4A. Similar to comparison
of positive half switching sequence and pulse sequence, negative
half cycle switching sequence (SN) is compared individually with
the single variable of negative half pulse sequences (N1, N2, and
N3) and logical NOT operator variables. Zero reference wave
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FIGURE 4 | Flowchart for selecting the single-variable pulse sequence. (A) Positive switching sequence. (B) Negative switching sequence.

variable is represented as PN0. Flowchart representation of the
proposed negative half cycle comparison is shown in Figure 4B.
If the switching sequence does not match any of individual
pulse sequences, then the logical combination of two variables
is considered.

In combinational two-pulse sequence variable logical operator
comparison of switching sequence, positive half switching
sequence and negative half switching sequence are individually
performed. Various logical operators like AND (•), OR (+),
NOR (+ ), NAND (•), EXOR (⊕), and EXNOR (⊙) are
used for the comparative analysis of two variables. Selection
of required positive half pulse sequence with two variables
for the positive switching sequence is shown in Figure 5A.
Similarly, negative half cycle switching sequence comparison
with two pulse variables is shown in Figure 5B. From the
obtained pulse sequence of positive and negative half pulse
variables, the final required switching sequence can be analyzed
with the logical operator as shown in Figure 6. Resultants of
each switch switching sequence (S#) of various RSMLI are
presented as logical expression for the successful operation to
generate seven-level output voltage where # is the switch number
like S1, S2, S3, etc., in various RSMLIs. Analysis of individual
switch in RSMLI, DCL MLI, and SCSD MLI is performed
for the logical expression of each switch. Random selections
of switching sequence selection operation are presented in
tabular analysis.

RESULTS AND THD COMPARISON

The proposed topology is analyzed for three different RSMLIs
and the theoretical analysis of switching sequence logical
equations is obtained. To verify the proposed theoretical
analysis, MATLAB/Simulink is used for simulation process.
Simulation parameters of the three MLIs are given in Table 3.
Analysis of proposed methodology to the application of

RSMLI, DCL MLI, and SCSD MLI is explained in the
below subsections. THD comparison for the obtained
output voltage and output current for resistive load
of three MLIs with considered modulation techniques
are presented.

To generate the modulation wave by the modulation
technique, sinusoidal wave is selected for bipolar modulation
technique as shown in Figures B1, B3, B4. Absolute sine wave
is selected for unipolar modulation technique as shown in
Figures B2, B5 with an amplitude of 3V and a frequency of
50Hz. Multi-carrier waves are required for the operation of the
multi-carrier PWM method as shown in Figures B1–B5. Each
carrier wave of multi-carrier PWM is generated with a repeating
sequence of the simulink library. Time value parameters of
the repeating sequence for carrier waves P1, P2, P3, N1, N2,
and N3 are given as [0 0.5/18,000 1/18,000], where 18,000 is
the selected switching frequency of the proposed methodology.
With respect to the time values of carrier waves, the output
amplitude values are selected as [0 1 0] for P1, [2 1 2] for
P2, [2 3 2] for P3, [0 −1 0] for N1, [−2 −1 −2] for N2, and
[−2 −3 −2] for N3 in the modulation technique of APOD
bipolar PWM method as shown in Figure B1; [0 1 0] for
P1, [1 2 1] for P2, [2 3 2] for P3, [0 −1 0] for N1, [−1
−2 −1] for N2, and [−2 −3 −2] for N3 in the modulation
technique of bipolar POD PWM modulation as shown in
Figure B3; [0 1 0] for P1, [1 2 1] for P2, [2 3 2] for P3,
[−1 0 −1] for N1, [−2 −1 −2] for N2, and [−3 −2 −3] for
N3 in bipolar PD PWM modulation technique as shown in
Figure B4; [0 1 0] for P1, [2 1 2] for P2, and [2 3 2] for P3
in unipolar APOD PWM modulation as shown in Figure B2;
[0 1 0] for P1, [1 2 1] for P2, and [2 3 2] for P3 in unipolar
PD PWM modulation as shown in Figure B5. Greater than
relational operator is used in between modulation and carrier
wave to obtain required pulse waveforms to switch ON and
OFF semiconductor devices in MLIs. Obtained pulse sequences
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FIGURE 5 | Flowchart for selecting the two-variable pulse sequence. (A) Positive switching sequence. (B) Negative switching sequence.

are presented as binary representation in Tables B1, B2. With
analysis of proposedmethodology between binary representation

of pulse sequence and the switching sequence of each switch,

the required logical equation for switching sequence is presented

in subsections.

Analysis of Proposed Methodology for
RSMLI Switching Sequence Logical
Equation
An MLI with less number of switches without H bridge is
shown in Figure 1A. Five MOSFETs are used for the design and
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simulation of the RSMLI. Among five switches, three switches
are operated for the level generation of output voltage and two
are used for the positive half cycle and negative half cycle of
output voltage. Four symmetrical voltage sources (VDC) are used
for the seven-step MLI output voltage. Each voltage is fixed
with a DC voltage of 72V. Resistive load of 100� is used
for the observation of output voltage and current. To operate
the switches in the required switching sequence as shown in
Table A1, the proposed methodology is applied for the generated
pulse sequence of PWM techniques. Focusing on the switching
sequence of switch S2, analysis of the proposed methodology

FIGURE 6 | Flowchart for selecting the required logical operation for

switching sequence.

is used to obtain logical equation to convert the generated
pulse sequence into switching sequence for switch ON and
OFF conditions.

The switching sequence of switch S2 is considered as two parts,
one is positive half cycle Sp and the other is negative half cycle SN.
Bipolar PWM technique is used for the operation of switches in
RSMLI. Binary representation of bipolar PWM technique shown
in Table B2 is considered for the logical comparative analysis of
the proposed methodology. Initially, SP sequence is compared
with each binary representation sequence of P1, P2, P3, P1, P2,
and P3 as shown in Figure 4A. Similarly, SN is compared with
each binary representation sequence of N1, N2, N3, N1, N2, and
N3 as shown in Figure 4B. The pulse sequence matches any of the
single-carrier wave pulse sequence; next, focus on the two carrier
wave pulse sequence with the combination of logical operators.
SP is compared with the combination logical operations of two
binary pulse sequence representations as shown in Figure 5A.
Logical combination of

(

P1 · P2
)

matches with SP. Similarly,
SN is compared with the logical combination of two binary
pulse sequence representations as shown in Figure 5B. Logical
combination of

(

N2 · N3

)

matches with SN. Total switching
sequence of switch S2 is compared with the combination of
logical operators of obtained SP and SN as shown in Figure 6.
Total binary representation and logical comparison of each stage
of switch S2 is given in Table C1. Final logical equation required
for the switch S2 operation is obtained and given in Equation
(7). With the similar application of proposed methodology,
required final logical equations for the switch S1, S3 are presented
in Equation (7). Switching sequence of switches S4 and S5 is
operated with the pulse sequence of zero reference wave and is
given in Equation (7). The resultant pulse sequence of RSMLI
obtained with the analysis and the logical equations of each
switch is shown in Figure 7.

S1 = P1 +
(

N1 ·N2

)

S2 =
(

P1 · P2
)

+
(

N2 ·N3

)

S3 =
(

P2 · P3
)

+ N3

S4 = PN0

S5 = PN0 (7)

Analysis of Proposed Methodology for DCL
MLI Switching Sequence Logical Equation
Asymmetric DC link MLI is simulated with eight MOSFETs
as shown in Figure 1B. Four switches are used for the level

TABLE 3 | Parameters of various RSMLIs.

Type of inverter Input and output parameters

Input

voltage (V)

Modulating

frequency (fm) (Hz)

Carrier frequency

(fc) (Hz)

R Load

(�)

Output voltage

peak (V)

Output RMS

voltage (V)

Output RMS

current (A)

Output

power (W)

Symmetric RSMLI VDC = 72 50 18,000 100 215.8 152.6 2.158 329.3

Asymmetric DCL MLI V1 = 72

V2 = 144

50 18,000 100 195 137.9 1.95 268.9

SCSD MLI VDC = 72 50 18,000 100 193.2 136.6 1.932 263.9
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FIGURE 7 | Pulse sequence of RSMLI.

FIGURE 8 | Pulse sequence of DCL MLI.

generation of output voltage and the remaining four switches
are used for H bridge to form positive half and negative
half cycles. Different voltage sources VDC1 with 72V and
VDC2 with 144V are used along with a resistive load of

100�. Proposed methodology is applied for the switching
sequence of DCL MLI shown in Table A2. Switching sequence
operation of switch S6 is presented with analysis of the
proposed methodology.
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FIGURE 9 | Pulse sequence of DCL MLI.

TABLE 4 | Voltage THD comparison of RSMLIs with PWM techniques.

Modulation

index

APOD POD PD

RSMLI (%) SCSD MLI (%) DCL MLI (%) RSMLI (%) SCSD MLI (%) DCL MLI (%) RSMLI (%) SCSD MLI (%) DCL MLI (%)

1.1 3.90 3.73 3.79 3.90 – 3.79 3.92 3.72 3.81

1 1.09 0.94 0.67 1.06 – 0.64 1.15 0.92 0.66

0.9 1.38 1.10 0.88 1.46 – 1.03 1.37 1.37 0.97

0.8 1.71 1.36 0.98 1.63 – 0.94 1.58 1.43 1.09

0.7 1.85 1.41 1.07 1.88 – 1.10 1.94 1.43 1.13

Switching sequences of the switch S1 and S2 of H bridge are
operated with zero reference wave pulse sequence PN0. S3 and S4
are operated with pulse sequence of PN0. Similar to RSMLI, Sp
and SN are considered and compared with the binary sequence
representation of bipolar PWM technique. SP is partiallymatched
with the two pulse sequence logical combination of “P1 ⊕ P2.”
Obtained partial match of SP is compared with the single pulse
sequence P3 and finds the match of SP results to the logical
combination of “(P1 ⊕ P2) ⊕ P3.” SN is partially matched
with logical combination of two pulse sequences as “N1 ⊕ N2.”
Obtained partial match of SN is logically compared with single
pulse sequence N3 and obtained an equivalent as “(N1 ⊕ N2) ⊕
N3.” Overall switching sequence of switch S6 is obtained with the
logical combination of the SP and SN as shown in Equation (8).
Total binary representation and logical comparisons of each stage
of switch S6 are given in Table C2. Switching sequence logical
equation for switches S5, S7, and S8 are given in Equation (8) with
the analysis of the proposed methodology. The resultant pulse

sequence of DCL MLI obtained with the analysis and the logical
equations of each switch are shown in Figure 8.

S1 and S2 = PN0

S3 and S4 = PN0

S5 = (P2 ⊕ P3) ⊕ (N2 ⊕N3)

S6 = [(P1 ⊕ P2) ⊕ P3] ⊙ [(N1 ⊕N2) ⊕N3 ]

S7 = (P1 ⊕ P2) ⊕ (N1 ⊕N2 )

S8 = P2 ⊙ N2 (8)

Analysis of Proposed Methodology for
SCSD MLI Switching Sequence Logical
Equation
Symmetric Cascaded Switch Diode MLI is simulated with seven
MOSFETs and three diodes. Four MOSFETs are used for the H
bridge, and three MOSFETs and three diodes are used for the
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level build process of the SCSD MLI as shown in Figure 1C.
Three symmetric voltage sources (VDC) each of 72V are used
for the generation of seven-level output voltage across a resistive
load of 100�. Switching sequence of the SCSD MLI is shown in
Table A3. Switching sequence of operation of the SCSD MLI is
performed with the unipolar PWM technique.

Binary pulse sequence representation of each carrier wave in
unipolar PWM technique is presented in Table B1. Switching
sequence operation of SCSD MLI is simple as compared with
DCL MLI and RSMLI. S1 and S2 switch sequence are matching

with the pulse sequence of P0. Switches S3 and S4 sequences are
matching with the zero reference wave pulse representation P0.
Switches S5, S6, and S7 are directly operated with pulse sequences
P1, P2, and P3 as shown in Eq. 9. Binary representation of
switching sequence operation of switch S7 is given in Table C3.
The resultant pulse sequence of SCSD MLI obtained with the
analysis and the logical equations of each switch are shown in
Figure 9.

S1 and S2 = P0

S3 and S4 = P0

S5 = P1

S6 = P2

S7 = P3 (9)

THD Comparison of MLIs by Proposed
Methodology With APOD, POD, and PD
Modulation Techniques
By applying the logical equations to the respective switches of
RSMLIs, proper seven-level output voltage can be obtained. Input
parameters of considered RSMLIs are given in Table 3 with
resultant output voltage, RMS output voltage, RMS current, and
output power. THD analysis of seven-level output voltage of
symmetric RSMLI without H bridge, SCSD RSMLI with bridge,
and asymmetric DCL MLI is presented. The obtained THD
values of RSMLIs are within the standards. Comparative studies
of obtained THD values are given for APOD, POD, and PD PWM
techniques with respect to various modulation index values.
Voltage THD analysis of APOD, POD, and PD PWM techniques
is given in Table 4.

The obtained seven-level output voltage waveform and the
FFT analysis of symmetric RSMLI voltage with various PWM
methods are shown in Figure D1 with a modulation index of 0.9.
Similarly, the obtained seven-level output voltage waveform and
FFT analysis of asymmetric DCL MLI and SCSD MLI are shown
in Figures D2, D3. Comparative THD analysis is presented for
over-modulation index and under-modulation index values in

the comparative tables. With the proposed methodology, a lower
THD value is obtained with the modulation index value of “1.”
Among the three MLIs, DCL MLI is performing well with less
THD value of 0.67% by APOD PWM, 0.64% by POD PWM, and
0.66% by PD PWMwith a modulation index value of “1.”

CONCLUSION

This paper presents a new analysis of switching sequence
operation for various symmetric and asymmetric RSMLIs with
logical operators. A comparative study and observation between
various published research articles is presented, and the proposed
methodology provides simple analysis and better performance
parameters than the previous analysis, by analyzing the pulse
sequences of bipolar PWM and unipolar PWM techniques as
binary representation and comparing each switching sequence
of RSMLI with it. A step-by-step analysis is clearly presented
with the calculation of number of carrier waves and modulation
techniques. Operational analysis of individual switch is properly
presented with the flowchart representations for considered
RSMLI, DCL MLI, and SCSD MLI. The resultant logical
equation of each switch for various RSMLIs is obtained with
the application of the proposed method. Comparative analysis
of voltage and current THD values is given without deviating
the standards of MLI. The proposed method is suitable for
generation of gating signals of various RSMLIs with different
PWMmethods and can be operated as switch sequence order.
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